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the frames backlit touchscreen display is only
1.5-inches, but it is bright and clear. the

touchscreen allows you to navigate the frame
menus and select the wi-fi network. you can
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also select the frame's brightness and use the
frame's volume controls, easily scroll through

your photos and tap to select one. you can use
the frame's touch screen to select and share
your favourite photos with your friends and

family. the frames wi-fi connection is
automatically detected and all you need to

know is the network password. once
connected you can set up your free online
account, create your frames unique email

address and begin receiving photos. there is
absolutely no software to install and no need

for a computer. the cameras are equipped
with front-facing, 1080p cameras that can
take up to 12 megapixel photos. the best

thing about the front-facing cameras is that
they can also function as a standalone

camera. so you can use the front-facing
camera to take a photo and record a video,
then once finished you can send the photo

and video to your facebook friends using the
built-in wi-fi connection. the frames light-up
automatically when they receive an email,

ensuring there is no confusion about whether
or not a photo was sent. other features include
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the ability to zoom in and out on images and a
miniature touch screen that enables you to
select and share photos with friends. the

frames also come with a built-in flash to avoid
blurry images and provides a 14-hour battery

life. the frames also include a dual-microphone
system to record up to 15 minutes of hd video.
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